Culture and magic: Bringing the intangibles of a classroom to a digital space
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What CTQ does

**Inform** how educators develop as leaders and how systems approach efforts to change and improve

**Inspire** the field to reimagine how collectively-led schools can better serve students

**Innovate** with partners around student-centered, educator-led efforts to transform schools and school systems
My connection to CTQ
Culture & Magic

Bringing the intangibles of a classroom to a digital space

NORMS: YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO & NOT DO!
Zen Powerpoint/Slides Presentations

- A Powerpoint or slide presentation that has no words following the opening slide
- Pushes the presenter to find an image that can convey entire ideas
- Challenges the presenter to know their content well enough that they can not use the words on a slide as support to their presentation
- Gives the audience a visual to connect with the learning
- Fun
Safety First!
Will you validate my parking?

You did a great job. Evenly spaced, at nearly a perfect right angle.
How are you currently feeling? Choose 1 image.
You are MAgiC in the classroom!

RELATIONSHIPS
FEEDBACK
CURiosity
CLASS CULTURE
EMPOWERING
STUDENTS
KNOWLEDGE
Power #1: You care

What are some ways in this time that we can show our students we care?
Power #2: Team work
Power #3: Your style

Be who you are!

What tools/tricks are you using to help maintain your teaching style?
Power # 4: Your feedback

How can we provide feedback & support that promotes learning and continued engagement?
WHY ARE YOU TEACHING WHAT YOUR TEACHING?

- IS IT HELPFUL/RELEVANT IN THIS TIME?
- IS IT ENGAGING?
- IS IT DOABLE?
Tips on building engaging distance learning experiences:

- Make room for Curiosity
- Build relevant knowledge
- Have something to create or practice
- Allow students to COMMUNICATE their learning-
- PROVIDE timely & effective FEEDBACK
- Provide opportunities to fix errors (SHOW LEARNING)
Thank you for your awesomeness.

You are appreciated.
Looking for additional resources or support?

Connect with CTQ

Social media

facebook Center for Teaching Quality

@TeachingQuality

Website

www.teachingquality.org

Email

Lori Nazareno
lnazareno@teachingquality.org